
Smell the essence of nature
Environmentally Friendly
Safe for humans, plants and pets

ALL PER-PLUS

Shake well before useShake well before use
PESTICIDE/INSECTICIDE
100% ORGANIC

ABOUT OUR PRODUCT

Our key ingredients are derived from 
the natural elements of plants, with no 
chemicals added as is intended by 
nature. ALL PER-PLUS  is not harmful to 
smell or touch. Its components are 
essential for humans and plants alike 

as we are one with nature.  
ALLALL PER-PLUS helps to build and heal 
the plant’s immune system through its 
roots and leaves. It can be used 
through any stage of growth. 

Your plants will appreciate it, and will 
definitely show it.

INGREDIENTS: 
Active: Geraniol 0.19%, Rosemary Oil 0.13%, 

Clove Oil 0.19% Other: Quillaja Saponin & Water  99.49%
Total: 100%

CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

FACT ABOUT ESSENTIAL OILS:
READY TO USE

“We use carefully selected oils that don’t
interact with each other.”

A person should never purchase 
essential oil unless its been kept in an 
amber/cobalt blue glass or plastic
(pet/Pete) container because of the 

oil losing its potency through 
penetration of sunlight rays. Essential penetration of sunlight rays. Essential 
oils should never be kept in HDPE 

plastics. Anything less is 
uncivilized. 

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE!!!

FACT ABOUT PLANTS:
A Plant breathes through its 
leaves in a process called
 photosynthesis.  A plant leaf 

should be cleared at all times just 
like a human’s nostril is in order to 
flourish and mature into a robust flourish and mature into a robust 
plant. Therefore it is essential that 
plant leaves are cleaned and 

sprayed at all times. 
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All PER - PLUS is not registered with 
the US Federal Environmental 

Protection Agency since it qualifies 
for exemption under FIFRA section 
25(b) as a minimum risk pesticide.
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Made And Manufactured In Detroit MI.

GARDENING TIPS:
Proper maintenance is the secret of 
success in every garden. To keep it 
disease and pest free, the gardener 
should  inspect his/her  plants at least 
15 minutes a day  as a precautionary 
measure, and also spray foliage 
periodically (at least once a week) periodically (at least once a week) 
for preventative measures. A good 
gardening habit is to assume that a 
garden is  infected and treat it 

accordingly to prevent the unseen.
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Can be used ANYTIME ON PLANTS,
with No Side Effects!

Contents 32 OZ

DIRECTION:  SPRAY UNDERSIDE OF LEAVES 
2 TO 3 TIMES WEEKLY
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22503 Grand River Ave #19261 Detroit MI, 48219

www.allperplus.com
customerservice@allperplus.com

STORAGE & DISPOSAL:  STORE IN A COOL 
DRY PLACE. DISCARD IN TRASH

For use on food and feed crops
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